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The Web Services Module
The Web Services Module for Freezerworks 2017 allows remote users to retrieve data from and send data
to a Freezerworks database. The REST API Server allows use of the new Web Client tool and provides
endpoints for you to connect with other external applications that need to talk to Freezerworks. The SOAP
API supports remote queries, password changes, and other actions using standard SOAP data and message
formats. Each service is fully described in a WSDL (Web Service Description Language) document. For more
technical and programming help, see the Web Services Technical Programmer’s Guide.
All REST and SOAP API calls require the user name and password of a valid Freezerworks user, and follow
the security protocols set up and in operation in the Freezerworks data file being accessed. So, for
example, a Freezerworks user who cannot see data in a Freezer would not see such data through use of a
SOAP connection.
The Web Services Module provides a flexible API that would allow a remote developer to create a fully
functional application to access Freezerworks data while using the security features of Freezerworks.
The Freezerworks code uses a “dynamic” User Defined Field table structure that allows users to create
hundreds of data fields on demand. This can cause difficulty in developing workable SQL command
sentences to pull the right data. The Web Services Module gives you simplified tools to create the queries
you need.

Licensing Your Web Services Module
The Web Services Module must be licensed separately. To do this:
1. Log into Freezerworks and select Maintenance – Licensing.
2. Enter the license number that came with your purchase of the Web Services Module into the area
Enter Additional License Number.
3. Click
.
4. If the number is valid and entered properly, Web Services will be displayed in the Licenses
currently recorded box.
5. Click Done.
If no valid module license number has been entered, the following options on the System Admin menu will
be disabled:
∂
∂
∂
∂

SOAP Search Services
SOAP Update Services
Web Services page of the System Properties dialog
All the Web Service Role Permissions.

Setting Up Web Services
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To set your properties for utilizing Web Services, on the System Administration menu select System
Properties, and then select the Web Services button:

First, you have the choice of either connecting through an external Freezerworks Web Server, or directly to
the central server. The opening tab is for adding and configuring distributed Web Server connections, while
the second tab is for configuring a direct connection on the application server. Note that distributed Web
Servers provide a stable buffer so that, in the unlikely case of a crash, all data is protected.
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What you see on the Freezerworks Application Server is exactly what you will see if you click Add or
highlight a connection and click Configure (i.e., the exact same settings are used).

The General Settings tab contains fields that govern both the SOAP and REST APIs.
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Fill settings from: This dropdown contains previously established connections that you can use to
automatically fill the SSL, CORS, and Log settings.
Host Name: Enter the name of the computer that is running the Web Server.
Web Server Address: Enter the IP address of the computer running Freezerworks (required).
Web Server Port: Enter 80 for the standard port number.
SSL Required?: Select this check box if you require SSL for your Web requests and responses.
Web Server SSL Port: If you will use SSL, enter 443. (Generate an SSL Certificate info below)
Allow client side/web browser Javascript to access Web Server: Check this on if you need to allow a list of
origins access to the Web Server. Enter the origins (separated by commas) into the box beneath the
checkbox.
Technical explanation of CORS:
Modern web browsers implement the Single Origin Policy (SOP) as a means of preventing
malicious JavaScript code on one website from executing against another website. This type of
attack is known as Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) or Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF). XSS and CSRF
allow an attacker to access data from one website (say your bank using the cookie stored in your
browser) while you visit an entirely different website (the one that happens to be hosting the
attack code).
SOP limits JavaScript so that it can only access data from its own origin. An origin is composed of a
protocol (such as http or https), a hostname (such as www.example.com or 127.0.0.1) and a port
(80 or 8080 are common). With SOP a website running at http://www.example.com:8080 cannot
access, via in-browser JavaScript, the servers running at https://www.example.com:8080 (different
protocol), http://www.example2.com:8080 (different hostname), or http://www.example.com:80
(different port). Essentially, JavaScript can only communicate with the server from it came.
This is important for the Freezerworks Web Services because, out of necessity, it is running on a
different origin than any site created to access it. Even if the website accessing the API is running
on the same physical hardware it will have at least a different port number. Since the port
numbers aren't identical we know the origins are different and SOP will prevent the hosted
JavaScript code from accessing the Freezerworks API. A review of the JavaScript console in the
developer tools available in most web browsers will show Access-control header errors as a sign of
this problem.
There are two best-practices ways to allow JavaScript from one origin to access another origin. The
first is to setup a proxy server. Because SOP only applies to in-browser JavaScript a proxy server
can communicate with any origin without restriction. The key here is that the site hosting the
JavaScript must be the same origin as the proxy server. This way the in-browser JavaScript
communicates with the proxy server (same origin), the proxy server communicates with the
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Freezerworks API (different origin, but SOP doesn't apply out of the browser) and then the proxy
communicates back to the JavaScript (same origin again). This can be done with any version of the
Freezerworks API and the proxy-to-Freezerworks communications can be in any language and not
just JavaScript.
As of Freezerworks Unlimited 6.0.01 you can also turn on Cross-Origin Resource Sharing (CORS)
from the Web Services page of the System Properties form. CORS allows you to create a list of
origins that will be allowed access to the Freezerworks API even though they are from a different
origin. JavaScript running on allowed origins will have direct access to the Freezerworks API
without need of a proxy server. CORS is enabled by checking the box and then entering a list of
origins that are to be allowed access. The list can be composed of one or more origins and must be
comma separated. Any spaces between origins will be removed, but can be used to aid readability.
For example you might include the following list of origins to allow access to two websites you
operate: http://mydomain.com, https://mydomain.com:8000
There are two special origins that are worth noting here. First, is the asterisk, *, which allows all
origins access to the API. This is a quick and easy way to fix the SOP problem, but doing so might be
a security concern. It is better to list the specific origins that should have access. Second, is the null
origin. When running JavaScript in a web page that isn't hosted by a web server (say you just
launched the web page by double-clicking the .html file on your computer) you need to allow
access for the null origin. This is typically an issue during development of a web-based tool, but
might be needed in production as well if the tool is launched locally. The * origin will also allow
access to the null origin.
Once an Origin header has been received by the API (it is sent automatically by the web browser
during a request or pre-flight) it gets checked to see if it matches one configured for the API. If a
matching origin is found, the Freezerworks API will send the Access-Control-Allow-Origin header in
its response. If the * origin has been configured it will be returned. Otherwise Freezerworks echoes
back the origin that was provided by the web browser (again, only if the origin is in the list of
allowed origins).
The Freezerworks API also sends the Access-Control-Allow-Headers and
Access-Control-Allowed-Methods headers. In each case Freezerworks echoes back the headers and
methods requested by the calling browser. The GET, POST, and HEAD methods are available by
default.
Create a new log every 10mb: Logs are created in Common Log Format (CLF). Check this box to ensure
that logs are never too large and then provide a number of logs you want to keep at any one time.
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To set up SSL
1. On the General Settings tab of the Web Server or Application Server dialog box, click the
Generate an SSL Certificate button. This will display the following entry screen:

2. Enter your server and organization information (see Examples to the right of the text boxes).
Note: An SSL Certificate Signing Request (CSR) can be issued for an IP address. However, once a
certificate is issued for an IP address, it will only work for that IP address. If you enter a domain
name, you are independent of the underlying IP address.
3. Select Generate Encryption keys.
4. You will be asked to enter the file name for a private key. Enter key.pem and save to the
Freezerworks2017\Database or Freezerworks2017Server\Server Database folder.
5. Click OK.
6. You will be asked to enter the file name for a public key. Enter public.pem and save to the
Freezerworks2017\Database or Freezerworks2017Server\Server Database folder.
7. Click OK.
8. Click Generate Certificate to generate the Certificate Request file.
9. Freezerworks will ask you for your private key.
10. Locate the key.pem file saved in step 3 and click Open.
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11. The file “request.txt” will be created. Save it to the Freezerworks2017\Database or
Freezerworks2017Server\Server Database folder. This file must be sent to the organization issuing
your certificate.
12. Click Done.
13. Click Save.
14. Using the file “request.txt”, order your certificate from the organization of your choice, e.g. Quality
SSL by BitEngines: http://www.qualityssl.com/en/home/
15. When you receive your certificate, create a file called “Cert.pem” using a text editor such as
Notepad.
16. Copy the contents of the certificate received into the file “Cert.pem”.
17. Save the file “Cert.pem” to the Freezerworks2017\Database or Freezerworks2017Server\Server
Database folder.
18. Restart Freezerworks.
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Activate the SOAP API
On the SOAP Server tab you will turn on the SOAP API and configure limits for SOAP requests.

SOAP Server Active: Select this checkbox to activate the SOAP API
Maximum Records in Search Response: If time performance in generating and displaying results is a
problem, you may want to limit the maximum number of records that are returned in a search. To do so,
enter a number here. If more records are selected than are allowed here, the SOAP API will return a
message to the user of how many total records there are, and how many are in the selection based on the
number entered here.
Maximum Records in Update Request: If you are making a SOAP call to update the data file, and want to
limit the number of records that can be updated during such a request, enter that number here. Again, if
time performance in generating and updating records is a problem, you may want to limit the maximum
number of records that can be created or updated during a SOAP call.
Maximum Records in Off-line Update Request: If you are using the SOAP API to update the Freezerworks
data file, then Freezerworks can be set up to accept update requests “off-line”. If you don’t want to
constantly tie up the program with updates in real time, Freezerworks can store the update requests and
do the updates at a “slower” time, a time you determine as you create SOAP Update services.
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Normally, when an update is sent to the Update service, the input is processed immediately. Therefore,
the SOAP client must wait until the processing is complete before receiving a response. For large updates,
the client will time out before the update is complete. When an update is sent to the UpdateOffLine
service, the inputs are saved for processing in a queue. Therefore, the SOAP client can be given a response
very quickly, avoiding most timeout problems. Selecting the Off-line SOAP Update Requests Allowed
check box will allow the SOAP client to request off-line processing of large requests. You can control how
long the delay is with the Job Queue Process Delay (seconds) entry box.
Response Character Set: Recommend use of UTF-8, but you may need to change it to Latin 1 for legacy
applications.
To test the SOAP connection
∂

Open a Web browser and request an information page from the SOAP API using unsecured
(normal) HTTP:
http://your-server-address:PortNumber/SOAP/
where “PortNumber” equals your SOAP API port – e.g., 80.

A SOAP Services information page should be returned.
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Activate the REST API and Web Client
On the REST API/Web Client tab you can activate the new Web Client tool as well as open up the REST API
Server for use with third-party applications that you need to collaborate with Freezerworks.

REST/Web Client Server Active: Select this checkbox to turn on the REST API Server and get access to the
browser-based Web Client tool. See the Freezerworks Help topic The Web Client for more information.
REST API Interactive Documentation Active: Select this checkbox to gain access to the API’s Interactive
Documentation, which will provide programmers with the technical information and endpoints necessary
to integrate third-party applications with Freezerworks 2017. See the Interactive Docs topic in the Help for
more info.
Default limit of records to return: Enter a number that will determine how many records will be returned
at any one time (this can be modified later, it is only a default).
Request Caching: Set time limits for cached data user credentials to remain on the server so full requests
do not need to be made again and again in an allotted period of time. For example, if a user is making
multiple requests in a short amount of time, we do not want to keep taking the time to authenticate them,
so we set a reasonable amount of time for user credentials to remain cached. There are utility methods in
the API to clear the cache at will as well.
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Web Services Access for Users
Access to Freezerworks via Web Services is controlled by both User settings and Role permissions. To
give a user the ability to login using the Web Client, REST API or SOAP API, click Users on the System
Administration menu and then double-click the name of the user. Select one or both of the following
check boxes:
∂
∂

Web API Login Allowed – this will give the user read only access via the Web Client, REST API, or
SOAP API
Web Client Named User License Assigned – this will give the user read/write access via the Web
Client, REST API, or SOAP API

Access to the Web Client and REST API are controlled only by the User settings above.
For access via the SOAP API, you must additionally select the Web Services tab from the Permissions page
in System Administration – Roles.
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Users normally will not need access to the Configure options, but will require access to the Search and
Update options if they are going to use the services developed for them.

Configure SOAP Search Services
Using the SOAP Search Services option, you can configure an unlimited number of SOAP Search Services
and save them for publication. A SOAP service is a query format that gives users the ability to select certain
fields to search by, and select certain fields to display for the records that match the query.
Example: Let’s say we have a situation in which we want to give users the ability to see how many Samples
and Aliquots are available for certain Aliquot Types. So we want the service to request an Aliquot Type, and
if matches are found in Freezerworks with that Type, we want the SOAP Server to return in a SOAP/XML
format a listing of those records, displaying the Freezerworks ID, the Sample ID, Aliquot Type, Aliquot
Creation Date, and Unique Aliquot ID.
To create a SOAP service
1. On the System Admin menu, click SOAP Search Services.
2. In the View All SOAP Search Services screen, click Add New. This displays the following screen:

The first tab, Service, is used to give the service an XML Name, enable it for publication, set the
main search table (i.e., do you want a selection of Sample records, Aliquot records, or Transaction
records?), and provide a text description of the service.
XML Name: Give the Service a name—for example: “AliquotTypeSearch”. Spaces are not permitted
in XML names.
Publish: After the service is created and saved, select this check box to make it available to
Freezerworks users.
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Main Table: Because we want the service to display a list of Aliquot records that match the Aliquot
Type, we select Aliquots for our table.
Documentation: Here we can enter notes that are applicable to the development and use of this
service, perhaps a full description of what the service will do.
Our Service screen should look something like this:

The next step is to select the Search Fields page:

Here we select the fields the user can select from in order to do a query. The only field in our example we
want the user to query on is Aliquot Type, so we expand the Aliquots node and double-click Aliquot Type,
which is a field in the Aliquots table.
13
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We can expand the search to include any other fields we want to allow our user to search from, selecting
from Samples, Aliquots, or Transactions table fields. Any fields we include here will be among the search
options for our users.
The next step is to select the results fields, which are the data fields that are displayed for the user. Select
the Results Fields page:

We now expand the Samples and Aliquots nodes and double-click the fields we want displayed for the
user. To place them in the order you want them displayed, select each field in that order. You can always
highlight, remove, and then append a field if you want to change the order.
The Search Services can be saved and loaded again for modification. Save the Service and then open it
again to select the Publish check box. Only those Search Services flagged for publication will be available to
remote users accessing the SOAP Server.
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Configure SOAP Update Services
Using the SOAP Update Services option, you can configure an unlimited number of SOAP Update Services
and save them for publication. A SOAP Update Service is a query format that gives users the ability to
create new records or update existing records in the Freezerworks database.
To configure SOAP Update Services
1. On the System Admin menu, click SOAP Update Services.
2. At the list view screen, click Add New. Freezerworks displays the SOAP Update Services
Configuration Screen:

Service Page
This is where you define what it is you want to accomplish in your update service. Are you adding new
records, modifying existing records, or deleting existing records?
XML Name: Give you service a name. For XML, no spaces are permitted.
Publish: Select this check box when this service is ready to be accessed. If this is selected, you will not be
able to save the service unless fields are selected for the service, (i.e., your service is properly configured
on the Fields page for potential use).
Allow Off Line Processing: After the service is saved, select this check box if you want to allow off-line
processing for this service (see Maximum Records in Off-line Update Request above for information on
off-line processing).
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Update Type and Properties Section
Add
If you are adding new records to the data file, select Add.
Samples with Aliquots
If you are going to create Aliquot records along with Sample records in this SOAP call, select Samples with
Aliquots. If any of the fields in the SOAP call is a field you want to place in an Aliquot record, you must
choose Samples with Aliquots.
If you select Samples with Aliquots, an Aliquot field will be created with every line in the call that has an
Aliquot field. Each line must have a Sample record unique identifier (which you will identify on the Fields
page). Each Aliquot will be appended to the Sample record based on the unique identifier. If multiple lines
consist of Aliquot records with the same Sample identifier, each will linked as “child” Aliquot records to
that Sample.
If you do not have Aliquot data in your call but want to create Aliquot records for each Sample record
created, select the Automatically create Aliquots check box (see below). For this feature to work, you
must include Number of Aliquots as one of your Sample fields. When a Sample record is created,
Freezerworks will create Aliquots for that record, based on the number entered for this field.
What should be done with new drop down items?
If your new records have field data that will be written to fields with drop-down lists of allowable entries,
then indicate here what to do with data that do not match these lists.
∂

Add to List – Field data that does not match the current allowable entries in the data library will be
added to the list. For example, if you have a field called “Physician” and the names of allowable
entries are “Smith”, “Jones”, and “Thomas”, and your new record includes a record with a
physician named “Stevens”, then “Stevens” will be allowed and will also be added to the list of
Physicians. This will happen regardless of whether users are allowed to edit the list of allowable
entries or not.

∂

Report Error – Data entries that do not match valid entries in the list of allowable entries will not
be included, and the invalid data will be reported on an error report. The record will still be
imported, but without the disallowed data field entry.

Automatically create Aliquots: As explained above, if you do not have Aliquot data in your call, but want to
create Aliquot records for each Sample record created, select the Automatically create Aliquots check box
below. For this feature to work, you must include Number of Aliquots as one of your Sample fields. When
a Sample record is created, Freezerworks will create Aliquots for that record, based on the number
entered for this field. This option will only be available if you are adding Aliquot records to Freezerworks.
Modify
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Select Modify if every record in your call should correspond to an existing Sample or Aliquot record, if what
you are doing with this call is updating existing records.
Modify & Add If Record Not Found:
Select this if you may have a mixture of new Samples and Aliquots as well as the possibility of existing
Samples and Aliquots among those records being created. This way, you can both add new records to
Freezerworks and update existing Freezerworks records in the same call. If a record being sent does not
correspond to an existing Sample or Aliquot, a new record will be created for it.
To create a service to modify (or modify and add) Freezerworks records
First, indicate what exactly you are modifying. The fields in your call will help determine which option you
can use:

Samples – You are only modifying Sample record data, and every field in the call is a Samples field. To
modify Samples, Freezerworks will need a “unique identifier” field (a field that is unique for each Sample in
Freezerworks) in the call that will match a unique field in Freezerworks. If Freezerworks cannot match a
Sample record with a unique field, it will not know which record to modify. For example, you could use the
system fields Freezerworks ID or Globally Unique Sample ID, or any Samples user defined field (UDF) that is
set as unique.
Thus, if your call includes the Freezerworks ID field, the SOAP process will use that field to find a match
with any other records in the data file. If a match is found, the record will be updated with the other,
non-unique fields in the call.

Aliquots – You are modifying Aliquot data only, and every field in your call is an Aliquot field, including
one unique identifier (e.g., Unique Aliquot ID, Global Unique Aliquot ID). The process will then locate each
Aliquot, and update the necessary information.

Samples with Aliquots – You are modifying Aliquot data and/or Sample data, and every record in your
call has a mix of Sample fields and Aliquot fields. Therefore, every record in the call represents an Aliquot
that is part of an overall Sample record. Sample records whose unique identifier matches the identifier in
the call will be modified during this process.
When Freezerworks locates a unique Aliquot record linked to that Sample record—identified by a unique
Aliquot identifier such as the Unique Aliquot ID—it will update it as well with any new Aliquot field data.
Using the Aliquot Number as a unique identifier: Freezerworks will also accept “Aliquot Number” as a
unique Aliquot identifier within a Sample record. For example, when Freezerworks finds the unique Sample
record to update its Aliquots, it will update Aliquot 1 if “1” is used for Aliquot Number in the update file. In
this case the Aliquot unique identifier is a combination of the Sample Unique ID plus the Aliquot Number.
Add Aliquots to Samples – Select this if your call is intended to create new Aliquots to existing Sample
records. Each row must include a key Sample field to locate and create the Aliquot for.
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If there is at least one Aliquot field in each row of your call, then a new Aliquot will be created for every
Sample match found, with the Aliquot field data placed in a new Aliquot record (it cannot be a unique
Aliquot identifier).
If you do not have any Aliquot fields in your call, you must do two things to add Aliquots in this process.
First, select the Automatically create Aliquots check box below. Second, make sure that one of your fields
to update is “Number of Aliquots”. Freezerworks will then create new Aliquot records based on the value
placed there (e.g., if “6” then six Aliquot records will be added to the Sample record).
What data should be overwritten?
∂

Overwrite existing data with new data only - This option will update the existing records with new
data from the update file. However, if the corresponding column in the update file is blank, the
data in the existing Sample or Aliquot record will NOT be blanked out.

∂

Overwrite existing data with blank data – This option functions the same as the one above except
that if the corresponding column in the update file is blank, the data in the existing record WILL be
blanked out.

If a particular field in Freezerworks is not included in the SOAP call, that field will not be touched in either
case.
What should be done with new drop down items?
See this section above.
Automatically create Aliquots: Select this check box when you are modifying existing Sample records by
adding new Aliquots to them. No Aliquot fields are included in each row. Instead, designate one of your
SOAP call fields as “Number of Aliquots”. Whatever number is placed there is the number of new Aliquots
that will be added to the Sample record.
Delete
Select this if the purpose of this SOAP call is to delete records. Then, indicate in the Table box whether you
are deleting Sample or Aliquot records.
Samples deletion: For each row in the SOAP call that matches an existing Samples record, that record (and
its Aliquots, if any) will be deleted.
Aliquots deletion: For each row in the SOAP call that matches an Aliquot record (at least one field in each
row includes a unique Aliquot identifier), the Aliquot will be deleted.
How Should Aliquots Be Deleted?
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Select the appropriate option here to indicate whether during an Aliquot deletion only the freezer position
should be deleted (leaving the Aliquot record and its other data for historical purposes while freeing up the
freezer position) or whether you want the entire Aliquot and its data completely removed from the Sample
record.
Required Audit Trail reason
If you want to require that the user enter a reason for each change they make to a record, select either
One for each request (one reason given for the entire call) or One for each row (enter a reason for
modifying each record in the call).
If an audit trail reason is not necessary, leave None selected.

Fields Page
When you are finished defining the purpose of your SOAP call on the Service page, click the Fields tab to
map the fields and their corresponding XML names to be used in the SOAP call to the corresponding
Freezerworks fields. You will see the following screen:

The Fields page is where you select the fields that must be included in this SOAP update request. The Input
Fields column is the Freezerworks field name. The XML Name is the name that will be used in the WSDL
code.
If one purpose for this service is to add new Aliquot records to the data file (either by adding new Samples
or modifying existing Samples), then you should have Automatically create Aliquots selected on the
Service page. If so, you will see the words The “Number of Aliquots Total” field must be included below
the list of Available Fields. Be sure this is included in your selection of input fields. If not, you will be unable
to publish this service (the Publish check box will be unavailable).
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Be sure that your SOAP call follows this same order of fields, using the XML name for each.
When you finish adding all the necessary fields for this SOAP update request, you may want to add a useful
description for this update service. Enter it in the Documentation field shown below.

To see the names that will be used for this SOAP update service, go to the Published WSDLs page (must
check on Publish first).
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Click Open to view the newly created (and published) service wsdl.
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